Press Release

Best Security Partner of the Year
On 28 March, at the Information Security Days Gala Diner, a gathering of more than a hundred Cybersecurity specialists
and CIOs, POST Luxembourg and EBRC were awarded “Best Security Partner of the Year” proving their joint customeroriented vision and offers paid off.
“Stronger together”
While joining their strengths, EBRC and POST Luxembourg increase their added value by getting as close as possible to
the Customer’s constraints and business needs. They do not limit themselves to advocating solutions. They ‘live’ them
and adopt the most pragmatic and efficient approach by doing what they preach and by providing the highest level of
security.
“Our business: protecting and boosting yours!”
EBRC and POST Luxembourg’s motto regarding their joint Cybersecurity offering is to set resilient & connected
infrastructure and answer to their client’s business needs on the highest priority, given the changing risk, legal and
threating landscape.
The attractiveness of Cloud solutions and the dissipation of the enterprise perimeter require real data and a customer
centric approach to security, a main concern for the POST Luxembourg and EBRC’s security services. They choose to
represent this new paradigm with the “Maslow pyramid of Cybersecurity”. It consistently covers all the layers of highly
resilient and robust infrastructure (connectivity, datacenters) to combined professional and advisory services.
As business enablers, POST Luxembourg and EBRC balance flexibility and security for their customers and they have
achieved this with over 40 Fintech companies using their Cloud services.
Their end-to-end security approach is paramount to the digital transformation experienced over the last 3 years and
this vision was shared with more than 300 professionals during the “CybersecurityForum” in March 2016.
“Act now, tomorrow will be too late…”
A few years back, EBRC and POST Luxembourg’s watchword was IT optimisation. Today, their priority is Digital
Transformation with data being the corner stone. Pillars of the Digital Lëtzebuerg industry, EBRC and POST
Luxembourg lead the road to the protection and security of sensitive information to give a sustainable, innovative and
credible answer to the market. And this is what the IS Days jury recognized and awarded.
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